Radiation damage in the high resolution electron microscopy of biological materials: a review.
Radiation damage to a biological specimen arises from a variety of interactions between the illuminating electrons and the atoms in it. The relative probabilities of these events, and the amout of energy transferred, can be calculated from basic physical theory. The microscopic damage caused in a particular specimen in given operating conditions is more difficult to predict, but it can be measured by a number of macroscopic indicators, the chief of which are loss of mass and changes in the energy loss spectrum (or electron diffraction, pattern, if any). For most biological material the observed rate of damage is such as to set a limit to the intensity of illumination, the maximum magnification and the minimum size of detail that can be made visible. Several techniques have been devised and tested for reducing the radiation sensitivity of a specimen, of which cooling to a very low temperature and encasing it in an inert medium are the most effective. If the various protective measures act cooperatively, they could increase the effective resolution of sensitive material by an order of magnitude, making possible electron microscopy of the atomic structure of, for instance, the nucleic acid bases and other macromolecules. The prospects for observing living cells at a resolution better than that of the best optical microscopes would remain very small.